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Statistical physics in equilibrium grants us one of its most powerful tools: the equipartition
principle. It states that the degrees of freedom of a mechanical system act as a thermometer:
temperature is equal to the mean variance of their oscillations divided by their stiffness. However,
when a non-equilibrium state is considered, this principle is no longer valid. In our experiment, we
study the fluctuations of a micro-cantilever subject to a strong heat flow, which creates a highly non-
uniform local temperature. We measure independently the temperature profile of the object and the
temperature yielded from the mechanical thermometers, thus testing the validity of the equipartition
principle out of equilibrium. We demonstrate how the fluctuations of the most energetic degrees
of freedom are equivalent to the temperature at the base of the cantilever, even when the average
temperature is several hundreds of degrees higher. We then present a model based on the localised
mechanical dissipation in the system to account for our results, which correspond to mechanical
losses localised at the clamping position.

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermal noise is the manifestation of random fluctua-
tions of the microscopic constituents of any system hav-
ing a non-zero temperature. In an experiment, its effect
is a tiny variance around the mean value of the observ-
able taken into consideration. Due to its intrinsic minute
amplitude compared to other noise sources, the fluctua-
tions usually go unnoticed. Nevertheless, their presence
is significant in many contexts and must be considered.
For example, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
are systems that require a study of thermal noise, as
it is the factor that limits their ultimate sensitivity [1].
In biology, cellular membranes present thermal fluctua-
tions which must be quantified in order to understand
the bioelectro-magnetism [2] and survival of cells in vitro
[3]. Gravitational waves (GW) detectors are limited in
sensitivity by the thermal noise of the coating on the mir-
rors [4]. Numerous other examples of technological ap-
plications or physical phenomena exist, as thermal fluc-
tuations become salient when system size decreases or
measurement sensitivity increases. Its understanding is
thus fundamental.

When a system is in thermal equilibrium, the
Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT) [5] constitutes
an effective framework to study the fluctuations of an
observable. In many applications, however, equilibrium
is not a given. In living systems [6], aging materials [7]
and systems subject to a heat flux [8, 9], for example,
the FDT cannot be expected to hold a priori, and such
aforementioned experiments are then necessary to test its
validity beyond the thermodynamic equilibrium hypothe-
ses. In many cases higher fluctuations with respect to
equilibrium are measured when out of equilibrium, thus
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violating the FDT [9–11]. The opposite behavior has also
been observed observed: the flexural degrees of freedom
of a silicon micro-cantilever strongly out of equilibrium
present a lower noise compared to equilibrium [12]. In
this experiment, a spatially-extended system is brought
into a non equilibrium steady state (NESS) by a strong
heat flux: a laser heats one side of the system while the
other side is kept at room temperature. Thermal fluc-
tuations are measured, and the results show a deficit of
fluctuations: there is almost no difference between the
thermal noise in an equilibrium situation at room tem-
perature and a NESS one, when the average temperature
is several hundreds degrees higher. This peculiar behav-
ior is explained thanks to an extension of the FDT that
arises from the inspirational work of Levin [13] relating
the fluctuations of the flexural normal modes (i.e. the
degrees of freedom) to a localized mechanical energy dis-
sipation of the cantilever.

In this work, we demonstrate that these results can be
extended to the torsional degrees of freedom of a simi-
lar cantilever, thus completing the aforementioned study.
We consider a system under a strong heat flux and mea-
sure the simultaneous thermal fluctuations of flexural and
torsional modes at once, showing that they are indeed in-
sensitive to the average temperature rise. We then gen-
eralize the FDT for the torsional degrees of freedom to
account for our results. As we expected, the dearth of
fluctuations is a universal feature of this particular sam-
ple, showing that the thermal noise of all the most en-
ergetic oscillation modes can be explained through the
same minimal out-of equilibrium extension of the FDT.
Therefore, we show that the thermal fluctuations of a sys-
tem in a NESS can be completely embedded in the same
theoretical framework, even when expression of different
mechanical mechanisms of vibration. Our study could
be useful to understand out of equilibrium systems, to
guide investigations of thermodynamics far from equilib-
rium, and to help engineer low-noise instruments.
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In the first section, we present the experimental setup,
showing how we create a NESS and measure thermal
noise. In the following sections, we show the outcome
of the experiment and develop the theory to account for
it. The final section discusses the results.

II. METHODS

As pictured in fig. 1, the physical system considered
is a L = 500µm long, B = 100µm wide and H = 1µm
thick silicon cantilever (Nanoworld Arrow TL-8) mono-
lithically clamped to a macroscopic chip. It is placed in
a vacuum chamber at 5× 10−6 mbar. Thermal noise is
measured close to the free end of the cantilever thanks
to an optical lever technique [14, 15]: a 633 nm laser is
focused with normal incidence on the cantilever and its
reflection is collected with a four quadrant photodiode.
Processing the signals along the y-axis of the photode-
tector leads to the calibrated torsional angle θ (in rad),
while the x-axis leads to the calibrated flexural angle
ϑ (in rad), which can be converted to the deflection δ
(in m, see Appendix A for details). The waist diame-
ter is tuned to roughly 100µm to maximize sensitivity
[16]. Computing the Power Spectrum Density (PSD), we
identify the normal modes of the cantilever (see fig. 2 and
3). The spectra are shot noise limited and the thermal
noise-driven resonance peaks show a high signal to noise
ratio. The resonances have very high quality factors, usu-
ally tens of thousands, therefore they can be identified
as independent degrees of freedom, each behaving as a
simple harmonic oscillator [17]. Typical measurements
are 150 s data sets sampled at 2.5 MHz, allowing us to
explore a wide range of frequencies including up to 11
flexural and 8 torsional modes. In order to be assured we
correctly identified the resonances we simulate the can-
tilever eigenmodes in COMSOL (COMSOL Multiphysics
v5.4 - COMSOL AB, Stockholm). Indeed, due to the im-
perfect orientation of the photodetector, torsional signals
are visible in the flexural PSD and vice versa (see fig. 2-3)
and the simulation helps us qualitatively distinguishing
the two motions, especially at high frequency where am-
plitudes are intrinsically small and vanish close to nodes.
Another important contribution of this test is to prove we
can access all the resonances in the available frequency
range: this is indeed true except for one lateral mode
(oscillations in the x − y plane), undetectable with our
setup. Due to experimental constraints, in this work we
focus on the flexural modes spanning from 2 to 8 and on
the torsional ones from 1 to 8, excluding mode 5 in both
cases (see Appendix A for details).

A. Heating

The cantilever is heated by a second 532 nm laser, fo-
cused near the free triangular end of the cantilever. The
waist diameter is tuned to 10µm, and the spots of the two
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FIG. 1. Experiment setup: the deflection and torsion of a can-
tilever are captured thanks to the optical lever technique. The
red laser beam (1 mW at 633 nm), focused on the cantilever
tip, is reflected towards the four quadrants photodiode (4Q-
PHD). This sensor records the temporal signals of deflection
δ(t) and torsion θ(t). A motorised 2D translation platform
(2D-TP) controlling the position of 4Q-PHD in these direc-
tions is used in the calibration. A green laser beam (0 to
10 mW at 532 nm) focused close to the tip of the triangular
end of the cantilever acts as the heater. A camera is used to
visualise the position both lasers on the sample. More details
on the optical setup are given in Appendix A. The cantilever,
in vacuum at 5 × 10−6 mbar, is monolithically clamped to its
macroscopic chip which is thermalised at room temperature
T amb.

lasers do not overlap (gap of around 10µm). The base
of the cantilever is monolithically clamped to its macro-
scopic silicon chip, which acts as a thermal reservoir at
room temperature T amb. In vacuum, the most efficient
way to dissipate the heat is through conduction, thus a
temperature difference ∆T is established along the can-
tilever length. The characteristic time for heat diffusion
in the cantilever is 2.5 ms at room temperature, so thanks
to the constant laser power pouring energy into the tip,
we can safely assume that ∆T is stationary. Therefore,
the system can be regarded as in a steady state. In these
conditions, a huge temperature difference can be reached
with just a few mW of laser power: at roughly 9 mW the
temperature at the tip Tmax is around 700 K higher than
the temperature at the base (see fig. 4).
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FIG. 2. PSDs of the thermal noise-induced deflection of the
cantilever. In the upper plot, each resonance mode is identi-
fied as a sharp peak with a quality factor in the range of tens
of thousands. The modes can safely be considered decoupled
and each can be treated as a simple harmonic oscillator. In the
lower figure, a zoom-in around the second flexural resonance
shows how the resonance is redshifted with the laser power in-
creasing. This phenomenon is used to compute the imposed
∆T. The shapes of the modes are simulated in COMSOL,
yielding resonance frequencies very close to the ones found in
our experiment and in agreement with the Euler-Bernoulli
description. The left axis of the plots corresponds to the
measured flexural angles ϑ by the optical lever detection (in
rad2/Hz), while the right axis corresponds to its conversion
for deflection δ (in m2/Hz, using mode 2 sensitivity).

The details for the temperature gradient estimation
can be found in [18]; we summarise here the procedure.
When heated, the cantilever experiences a change in its
stiffness due to the evolution of its Young modulus and
to thermal expansion. As it turns softer for high T , the
cantilever’s normal oscillation modes occur at a smaller
angular frequencies ω (fig. 2 and 3, bottom panels). ∆T
can then be extracted by tracking the frequency shift
with respect to the equilibrium situation, when no heat-
ing is present. The consequent temperature profile T (x)
of the cantilever can be calculated, allowing us to define
its mean temperature T avg. Here x is the dimensionless
longitudinal coordinate of the cantilever.
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FIG. 3. PSDs of the thermal noise-induced torsion of the can-
tilever. In the upper plot each resonance mode is identified as
a sharp peak with a quality factor in the range of tens of thou-
sands. In the lower figure, a zoom-in around the second tor-
sional resonance shows how the resonance is redshifted with
the laser power increasing, comparatively more with respect
to deflection modes. With the model currently at hand, ∆T
cannot be calculated with enough precision through torsional
frequency shift. The simulated frequencies of the resonances
agree quite accurately with the experiment, whereas for the
higher modes the analytical Saint-Venant model deviates from
the observation.

B. Thermal noise

Even if the system can be described in a local ther-
mal equilibrium framework (meaning a local temperature
T (x) can always be defined), the thermal noise of each
mode corresponds to a collective motion of the whole can-
tilever. In equilibrium, fluctuations of an observable (in
our case, δ or θ) are characterized by a single temperature
T thanks to the Equipartition Principle (EP):

k〈δ2〉 = κ〈θ2〉 = kBT (1)

with 〈δ2〉, 〈θ2〉 the mean square deflection and torsion,
calculated as an integration of the PSD in a tiny band
around the resonances, k, κ the respective stiffnesses, kB
the Boltzmann constant. Once the system is in a NESS,
this relation does not necessarily hold anymore, and a
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universal temperature cannot be easily defined. Still, the
cantilever oscillates under the action of its thermal fluc-
tuations following the motion of each normal modes mo-
tion, thus every resonance carries the information of the
thermal energy content. Since the resonances are well
separated and uncoupled, this results in as many ther-
mometers as the number of resonances at hand, possibly
showing different values. This system is therefore a well-
suited test bench for systems in a NESS, being small
enough to have uncoupled many degrees of freedom as
a thermal noise probes and large enough to allow strong
temperature gradients. We will thus write:

kn〈δ2
n〉 = kBT

fluc
n

κm〈θ2
m〉 = kBT

fluc
m

(2)

where the quantities depend now from the mode number
n,m for the deflection and torsion respectively. In addi-
tion, T is now called fluctuation temperature as it rep-
resents a temperature in an out of equilibrium system.
In this regime, in fact no thermodynamic temperature of
the cantilever can be defined, and the T fluc

n,m embody the
meaningful value of the fluctuation amplitudes.

III. RESULTS

We present in fig. 4 the measured fluctuation tempera-
tures for both flexural and torsional motions as a function
of the average temperature of the system.

In the run, 10 different laser powers are set, thus allow-
ing us to probe a maximum temperature Tmax going from
330 K up to 1000 K and then backwards. This two-sided
ramp is meant as a test of robustness for our method
and to assure that we don’t alter the material during
the measurement. The flexural fluctuation temperature
is roughly constant (constant for lowest order modes,
sightly increasing for the highest order ones, though the
difference is within error bars and should be treated pre-
cautiously) whilst the temperature of the cantilever in-
creases, thus confirming the results in [12]. We find in
fact the same behavior, and extend the previous study
for more resonances: the fluctuations do not appear to
change sensibly with the system going out of equilibrium.
This tendency is highlighted by the points lying below the
average temperature curve, thus showing a deficit of fluc-
tuations. The torsional fluctuation temperatures further
asses this phenomenon: the thermal noise is unaffected
by the temperature rise in the system for this observable
as well. Looking at COMSOL simulations, we verify that
we have probed all the existing modes (but one) in the
explored frequency range, showing that they all present
lower fluctuations than equilibrium and this behavior is
a general feature for this sample.

Let us now present a theoretical approach accounting
for these results.

FIG. 4. Fluctuation temperature vs. average temperature.
In figure (a), the flexural T fluc

n is shown with respect to T avg.
The black line represents the“equilibrium” temperature, i.e.
the fluctuations an object would show had it been in thermal
equilibrium with a thermal bath at T avg. All the modes lie
below this line, as if there was a dearth of thermal noise. The
modes shown span from 2 to 8, excluding mode 5 because of
the laser probe being on a node of sensitivity. In figure (b),
the same scenario is shown for the torsional degrees of freedom
(and mode 5 is omitted for the same reason). The apparent
crossover between mode 4 and 6 at the highest T avg is inter-
preted as a small drift in the laser position, see Appendix B
for details in computing T fluc and uncertainties.

A. First approach

These observations were construed in [12] for the flex-
ural modes, showing how a careful extension of the FDT
for this out of equilibrium system leads to an expression
of the fluctuation temperature:

T fluc
n =

∫ 1

0

dxT (x)wdiss
n (x) (3)

where wdiss
n is the normalised mechanical energy dissi-

pation density for mode n, that acts as a weight on the
temperature profile. The integral is along the normalized
length of the cantilever, with x ≡ x/L. In ref. [12] it is
shown that the fluctuation temperatures are unchanged
whilst the average temperature increases for a cantilever
similar to the one of the current study. As such, the dis-
sipation has to be located at the base of the cantilever,
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so that the only relevant temperature is T amb. As a mat-
ter of fact, the cantilever is etched from a single cristal
silicon wafer, i.e. in principle devoid of internal defects
[19], and the vacuum removes most of the hydrodynam-
ical damping [20]. The prominent part that can present
some defects is thus the clamped end, where the chemi-
cally etched cantilever is attached at the chip, resulting
in T fluc

n ≈ T amb. Our experiment yields compatible re-
sults with this description, and so we believe that our
system is similarly characterized by a local dissipation
occurring at the base. Therefore, our model is confirmed
to be valid to describe deflection modes up to 8 and it
appears that it can be extended to the torsional degrees
of freedom. A careful calculation is presented in the next
section.

B. Current model

In his remarkable approach, Levin [13] demonstrates
that in equilibrium, if an observable is a weighted func-
tion of the deformation, its thermal noise PSD is propor-
tional to the energy dissipation of the system submitted
to a force distributed according to the same spatial dis-
tribution. We measure the deflection (or torsion) of a
cantilever, which can be decomposed on the base of its
normal modes as:

δ(x, t) =

∞∑
n=1

δn(t)φn(x) (4)

The quality factor of each resonance mode is very high,
thus around each resonance the PSD of δ can actually be
identified with that of the corresponding mode amplitude
δn. Our observables are therefore simply the deformation
of the cantilever weighted by the mode shape:

δn(t) =

∫ 1

0

dxδ(x, t)φn(x) (5)

Following ref. [13], thermal noise associated with δn at
equilibrium is then:

Sδn(ω) =
4kB
πω2

T

∫
dx
W diss
n (x,w)

F 2
n

(6)

where Fn is the amplitude of the force F (x, t) =
Fnφn(x) cos(ωt) giving rise to the average dissipated
power W diss

n (x, ω).

To compute the mean square deflection 〈δ2
n〉 of mode

n, we need to integrate the PSD over all frequencies.
Since the resonance is very sharp, integrating in a narrow

frequency range around it leads to the same result:

〈δ2
n〉 =

∫ ∞
0

dωSδn(ω) (7)

kBT
fluc
n

kn
=

∫ ∞
0

dω
4kB
πω2

T

∫ 1

0

dx
W diss
n (x, ω)

F 2
n

(8)

T fluc
n = T

∫ 1

0

dx

∫ ∞
0

dω
4knW

diss
n (x, ω)

πω2F 2
n

(9)

T fluc
n = T

∫ 1

0

dxwdiss
n (x) (10)

where

wdiss
n (x) =

∫ ∞
0

dω
4knW

diss
n (x, ω)

πω2F 2
n

(11)

is proportional to the dissipated power of mode n. Since
in equilibrium T fluc

n = T , we see that the integral over x
of wdiss

n (x) is 1, thus wdiss
n (x) is the normalised dissipated

power of mode n.
Komori and co-workers [21] extend the work of Levin to

NESSes presenting a distribution of temperature rather
than an equilibrium temperature. Their result is very
similar to Levin’s, except that in eq. 6, the temperature
field T (x) is included under the integral:

Sδn(ω) =
4kB
πω2

∫
dxT (x)

W diss
n (x, ω)

F 2
n

(12)

Repeating the steps from eqs. 7 to 10, we immediately re-
trieve the expression of T fluc

n given by eq. 3, with wdiss
n (x)

proportional to the dissipated power of mode n and still
defined by eq. 11. The only remaining criterion to ver-
ify is that this quantity is still normalised (in the sense
that its integral over all x is 1) when the system is out of
equilibrium. Let us first note that any effect of the tem-
perature gradient on wdiss

n (x) will be a second order effect
for T fluc

n , which is already proportional to T (x). More-
over, the mechanical response of the cantilever is only
slightly modified by the temperature gradient, since the
maximum frequency shift (and so the stiffness) registered
is in the percent range. To a very good approximation,
wdiss
n (x) can thus be considered as the normalised dissi-

pation of mode n. In appendix C, an explicit formula
is given for wdiss

n (x) when the energy dissipation can be
described by the loss tangent of the material.

The previous demonstration has been conducted for
the flexural modes, but it applies just as well to torsion.
The deformation of the cantilever can be decomposed
on the normal modes in torsion φm(x), and the thermal
noise of the each mode amplitude θm is given by:

Sθm(ω) =
4kB
πω2

∫
dxT (x)

W diss
m (x, ω)

Γ2
m

(13)

where Γm is the amplitude of the torque Γ(x, t) =
Γmφm(x) cos(ωt) giving rise to the dissipated power
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W diss
m (x, ω). Integrating over frequencies to compute the

mean square torsion 〈θ2
m〉 of mode m, we find again

T fluc
m =

∫ 1

0

dxT (x)wdiss
m (x) (14)

where wdiss
m (x) is the normalised dissipation of mode m

in torsion.
Eqs. 3 and 14 for deflection and torsion are equivalent

to the expression of ref. [12], though they are derived
from a different approach. Moreover, the current equa-
tions apply to torsion as well. This model is thus an-
ticipated to describe our experimental observations: the
fluctuation temperatures of both families of modes cor-
respond to the average of the temperature field weighted
by the local mechanical energy dissipation, here mostly
localised at the clamped extremity of the cantilever.

IV. DISCUSSION

When the system is in thermal equilibrium, one re-
covers eq. 1 from the previous equations, since in this
case simply T fluc = T . When the system is in a NESS,
the amplitude of fluctuations quantified by T fluc is pro-
portional to the temperature profile weighed by the me-
chanical energy dissipation. In our experiments, we show
that thermal noise for both deflection and torsion is quite
unaffected by the temperature rise in the tip, thus con-
firming the results in [12] and showing that this is true
for all the first (and most energetic) resonances of the
cantilever. Consequently, We can hereby affirm that the
cantilevers considered in these experiments show a lack
of fluctuations as a general feature, interpreted as a lo-
calisation of dissipation close to the lowest temperature
of the system. Distributed damping along the cantilever
may become more important at higher frequency, which
would drive T fluc closer to T avg for higher order modes.

From a microscopic point of view, the mechanical
modes studied in this experiment represent somehow
the phonons with the largest wavelength and lowest
frequency present in the system. In equilibrium, all
phonons share the same temperature (the thermal bath
one). Our observations suggest that the coupling of those
low frequency phonons is weak, and space dependent,
with the high frequency ones. It would explain why
they can present different apparent temperature out-of-
equilibrium. The increasing trend of T fluc for higher or-
der modes (again, to be considered with care since in the
limit of error bars) would support this picture, since we
expect T fluc = T avg at very high frequency.

From a statistical physics point of view, the model pre-
sented in the previous section in order to asses these ob-
servation follows the latest studies [21] around NESS sys-
tems, showing how we can construct the non-equilibrium
PSDs of the cantilever thermal noise through the dissi-
pated mechanical energy. The importance of our exper-
iment is thus twofold: 1) it makes use of the aforemen-

tioned technique and shows that it can be applied to mul-
tiple resonances of a system, and 2) it validates the ap-
proach itself demonstrating that it leads to a deep physi-
cal meaning. The simple procedure of plugging the tem-
perature T (x) into the dissipation integral in the work of
Komori (eq. 1) leads in our case to a satisfactory under-
standing of our experimental data.

As a result, we believe that this procedure can have a
broad range of applications, owning to the generality of
the underlying method. Normally thermal fluctuations
depend on the temperature of the system and therefore,
as usual, in order to fabricate a low-noise instrument it is
best to place it at the lowest possible temperature. Our
study shows that in the case of a system with highly lo-
calised dissipation, it is best to place the high-dissipative
parts of it at the lowest available temperature, whereas
this constraint can be relaxed for the rest of the system.
This possibly simplifies the design of the system which
does not need to be kept at a single low temperature.
Applications may comprehend: noise in nano-mechanical
resonators [22] can be predicted when the system is sub-
ject to a temperature gradient; gravitational waves detec-
tion in cryogenic conditions is now at the testing phase
[23], and the out of equilibrium state of the suspended
mirrors has to be taken into account [21]; Johnson noise
can be modeled through the proposed description when
a ∆T is applied [8]; the quest for ultra stable oscillators
with cryogenic quartz micro resonators [24]. Further-
more, experiments such as the aforementioned are neces-
sary to test the validity of the latest theoretical predic-
tions over fluctuation theorems and the relative inequal-
ities [25].

To conclude, this work shows a way to naturally ex-
tend the FDT in the case of a NESS. Fluctuations should
lie between the minimal and maximal temperature of
the system, and our experiment shows the lower extreme
case. In other systems as the aforementioned ones, the
opposite situation may also arise, showing an increase of
fluctuations up to the highest temperature, and possi-
bly beyond [9]. Universality is not yet (and may never
be) attainable when considering non equilibrium ther-
modynamics, thus experiments and theoretical develop-
ment is encouraged. We have shown that our descrip-
tion convincely explains one kind of system (this can-
tilever), further tests of this approach in other systems
would strengthen the validity of the out of equilibrium
FDT. Future work may include measuring thermal noise
in different situations: changing the oscillator (material,
shape) and boundary conditions (pressure, clamp tem-
perature). Cryogenic operation of oscillators in particu-
lar sounds like a promising track to explore for very low
noise NESSes.
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Appendix A: Experimental setup and calibration of
the measurement

1. Experimental setup

As illustrated in figure 1, a red laser beam (1 mW at
633 nm) probes the deformations close to the tip of the
cantilever. It enters the system through a half-wave plate
(λ/2) tuning its polarisation so that after passing through
the polarising beam splitter (PBS), all light is directed
towards the cantilever. It then passes through a quarter-
wave plate (λ/4), a dichroic beam splitter (DBS), and a
converging lens (CL, focal length fCL = 30 mm) which
focuses the beam on the cantilever tip. The lens is also
used as the light port to the vacuum chamber. Light
is reflected back on the same path from the cantilever.
The second passage through the λ/4 rotates the polari-
sation perpendicular to the initial one, therefore the re-
turn beam passes straight through the PBS. A final beam
splitter (BS) divides it towards an optical camera, used to
position the lasers on the cantilever, and the four quad-
rants photodiode (4Q-PHD). This latter sensor records
the temporal signals of deflection δ(t) and torsion θ(t)
as the difference of intensity in the quadrants in the x
and y directions respectively. A motorised 2D translation
platform (2D-TP) controlling the position of 4Q-PHD in
these directions is used in the calibration step, described
in the next paragraph. A green laser beam (0 to 10 mW
at 532 nm) focused close to the tip of the cantilever acts
as the heater. It is directed towards the cantilever by
the DBS and through the lens. The reflected light runs
through the same path out of the system. The two lasers
spots do not overlap in order to avoid mutual distur-
bances. The cantilever, in vacuum at 5× 10−6 mbar, is
monolithically clamped to its macroscopic chip which is
thermalised at room temperature T amb.

2. Photodetector

Upon reflexion on the cantilever end, the laser beam is
deviated according to the slope of the cantilever at the
focal point of the lens CL. Let ϑmeas be the angle corre-
sponding to the deflection, and θmeas be the angle corre-
sponding to torsion: the light is deflected by twice those
angles. Following the lens of focal length fCL, the colli-
mated laser beam will thus be shifted by X = 2fCLϑmeas

and Y = 2fCLθmeas, which correspond to the coordi-
nates of the center of the laser spot on the photodetector
(PHD-4Q in fig. 1). The four quadrants of this split pho-
todiode record four signals, namely A,B,C,D (top left,
top right, bottom left, and bottom right, respectively),
from which we evaluate two contrasts :

Cx =
(A+ C)− (B +D)

A+B + C +D

Cy =
(A+B)− (C +D)

A+B + C +D

(A1)

These are dimensionless numbers, proportional to the
spot position (X,Y ) on the photodetector for small dis-
placements. For a gaussian beam of 1/e2 radius Rx for
example, one has Cx = X/Rx for X � Rx. A simple
calibration procedure to determine Rx is to use the 2D
translation platform housing the photodetector: with the
cantilever still, we shift the sensor origin and record Cx
for a few values of X around 0, then perform a linear fit
and directly extract Rx from the slope. Note that since
Rx is extracted from a measurement, the beam shape
can deviate from gaussianity with no influence on our re-
sults. The same calibration can be performed in the y
direction to measure Ry. The incertitude of these coef-
ficients is typically ≤ 0.1%. Eventually, the calibrated
measurements of the slopes are given by:

ϑmeas =
RxCx
2fCL

(A2)

θmeas =
RyCy
2fCL

(A3)

Using a calibrated motorised 2D translation platform,
this procedure is automated and performed at each heat-
ing power. Indeed, the change in temperature affects
the calibration, changing the static curvature of the can-
tilever for example. Between no heating and the most
intense one, the relative difference between the calibra-
tion factors is around 10%. This would result in a 20%
difference in terms of fluctuation temperature if this cal-
ibration procedure was not performed.

3. Laser spot position influence

The reading of the photodetector thus leads to the
knowledge of the slopes of the cantilever at the laser spot
position x0. We are rather interested in the amplitudes
of all modes at the end of the cantilever: vertical deflec-
tion δn (units: m) and angular torsion θm (units: rad).
For each mode, we can define a sensitivity as:

ϑmeas,n = σδn(x0)δn (A4)

θmeas,m = σθm(x0)θm (A5)

For a small spot size, the sensitivity is simply linked to
the normal mode shapes:

σδn(x0) =
1

φn(L)

dφn
dx

(x0) (A6)

σθm(x0) =
1

φm(L)
φm(x0) (A7)

However, since the spot size is large (around 100µm in
diameter), these relations only hold for low mode num-
bers: for large n and m, the slope is not constant on the
lighted area, and a more accurate sensitivity has to be
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computed. Following Schäffer [26], one can show that:

σδn(x0) ∝
∫ L

0

dx

∫ L

0

dx̃E(x, x0)E(x̃, x0)
φn(x)− φn(x̃)

x− x̃
(A8)

σθm(x0) ∝
∫ L

0

dxE(x, x0)2φm(x) (A9)

with E(x, x0) ∝ e−(x−x0)2/R2
p the field of the gaussian

beam of 1/e2 radius Rp. The missing proportionality
factor can be computed using the constraint that eqs.
A6 and A7 are recovered in the limit Rp → 0.

The position of the probe laser beam x0 is thus impor-
tant to be kept constant during all the measurements,
to allow quantitative comparison between measurements.
From the camera view, we can estimate the position of
the probe beam to x0 = 400µm, and that the maximum
drift during one experiment is limited to dx0 = ±2µm at
most. This position is chosen to accommodate for the tri-
angular tip and beam diameter, and it corresponds to a
zero in sensitivity for mode 5 in deflection and in torsion:
σδ5(x0) ≈ 0 and σθ5(x0) ≈ 0.

4. Mean square values of the fluctuations

Finally, the calibrated mean square values of the deflec-
tion and torsion for each mode are computed by integrat-
ing their PDS in a narrow frequency range 2∆f ≈ 6 kHz
around each resonance. Starting from the signals Cx and
Cy available from the photodetectors and including the
calibration coefficients, we compute:

〈δ2
n〉 =

(
Rx

2fCLσδn(x0)

)2 ∫
fn±∆f

dfSCx(f)

〈θ2
m〉 =

(
Ry

2fCLσθm(x0)

)2 ∫
fm±∆f

dfSCy
(f)

(A10)

Appendix B: Computing T fluc and uncertainties

An experiment typically consists of 100 measurements,
2 s long, made for each laser power, and 10 laser powers
are used in a two-sided ramp, thus resulting in roughly
2000 temporal signals. A calibration of the photodetector
is performed after each step in laser power. From the
photodiode signals, we first compute Cx et Cy (eqs. A1),
then their PSDs SCx

and SCy
, with the Welch method

[27] using a Hann window [28] and an overlap of 50%.
Finally, we compute 〈δ2

n〉 and 〈θ2
m〉 with eqs. A10, for

which we thus have 100 estimations at each laser power.
In the following paragraphs we explain how we compute
T fluc and the statistical and systematic uncertainty from
these 2000 estimations.

1. T fluc and statistical uncertainty

The fluctuation temperatures in fig. 4 are calculated as
follows: 〈δ2

n〉, 〈θ2
m〉 of all datasets corresponding to the

same power P are averaged to estimate the mean square
deflection and torsion at this specific power. A linear fit
of those values versus P , for P < 4 mW, is computed
and the ordinates at the origin 〈δ2

n〉0, 〈θ2
m〉0 are taken as

the mean square fluctuations at equilibrium. We identify
this value with T amb through the equilibrium EP (eq. 1)
and subsequently we normalise the thermal noise values
by it. Multiplying those ratio by T amb = 300K yields
the self-calibrated T fluc:

T fluc
n =

〈δ2
n〉

〈δ2
n〉0

T amb

T fluc
m =

〈θ2
m〉

〈θ2
m〉0

T amb

(B1)

Note that this strategy is valid as long as great care is
taken to ensure that the amplitude of fluctuations is com-
parable between all datasets, i.e. that Rx and Ry are
measured, and x0 is constant during all the experiment.

The uncertainties reported in fig. 4 are evaluated by
the quadratic sum of two terms: a statistical contribution
εstat and a systematical one εsys. The former is evaluated
thanks to the repeated measurement at each power, i.e.
εstat is the standard deviation around the mean. The
latter is discussed below.

2. Systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties are related to the uncer-
tainty dx0 on the position x0 of the laser probe on the
cantilever, which may drift with time, for example with
thermal expansion. From the camera view and thermal
expansion computation, we estimate that dx0 = ±2µm
at worst. As seen in eq. B1 and A10, T fluc

n ∝ 1/σδn(x0)2,
thus

1

T fluc
n

∂T fluc
n

∂x0
= −2

1

σn

dσδn
dx0

(B2)

Hence we calculate the systematic error as:

εsys
n = 2

∣∣∣∣T fluc
n

σδn

dσδn
dx0

dx0

∣∣∣∣ (B3)

The same apply to torsion by replacing σδn(x0) by σθm(x0).
Both these functions can be evaluated thanks to eqs. A8
and A9. Table I reports the estimated systematic un-
certainties evaluated by this method. The sensitivity of
both mode 5 being very close to 0, uncertainty is huge
and those measurement are not presented. The same ap-
plies to flexural mode larger than 8, which present too
high uncertainties.
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TABLE I. Dependence of sensitivity of the measurement po-
sition drift, and systematic uncertainties computed from eq.
B3 for deflection modes 1 to 10 and torsion modes 1 to 8 with
dx0 = ±2µm and T fluc = 300 K.

Mode number

Deflection Torsion

(dσδn/dx0)/σδn εsys
n (dσδm/dx0)/σδm εsys

m

[%/µm] [K] [%/µm] [K]

1 0.25 3 0.25 3

2 0.08 1 -0.25 3

3 -0.58 7 -1.4 17

4 -2.6 31 -5.2 62

5 -35 419 -53 633

6 5 60 7.3 88

7 1.2 14 2.8 33

8 -2.3 27 -0.08 1

9 -14 167 - -

10 12 149 - -

In table I, we also report the relative sensitivity
(1/σ)dσ/dx0, which sign depends on whether the sen-
sitivity increases or decreases when x0 drifts, as a con-
sequence of the position of x0 with respect to the nodes
of the considered mode. In fig. 4, we can notice how the
fluctuation temperatures are not strictly independent on
T avg, but show some tendencies to increase or decrease.
There is for example an apparent cross-over of T fluc be-
tween mode 4 and 6 (and even 7 for torsion) at high
T avg. We believe this is, at least partly, a consequence of
eq. B2 and the drift of x0 during measurement. Indeed,
this can readily be interpreted by a change of sign of dx0

at the highest driving, which would have an sizeable and
opposite effect on modes having a large dependency on
x0, and different signs. Another supporting clue is that
modes with a small εsys show a smoother dependence on
T avg, for both flexural and torsional modes.

Appendix C: Explicit formula for the dissipation for
viscoelastic damping

1. Deflection

We consider the Euler-Bernoulli framework to de-
scribe the deflection δ(x, t), or equivalently δ(x, ω) in the
Fourier space. The equation of motion (EOM) writes:[
−mω2 +

∂2

∂x2

(
k(x, ω)

∂2

∂x2

)]
δ(x, ω) = F (x, ω) (C1)

where m is the mass of the cantilever, k its stiffness (pro-
portional to the Young’s modulus) and F an external
driving force. In the most general case, k can depend on
frequency, but this dependency is always slow and can

be forgotten around any specific resonance by replacing
ω with ωn. The normal modes φn are the eigenvectors of
the spatial operator in the EOM verifying the boundary
conditions in absence of forcing, specifically:

∂2

∂x2

(
k(x, ωn)

∂2

∂x2

)
φn(x) = knφn(x) (C2)

with kn the mode equivalent stiffness.
When the energy dissipation in the cantilever is mostly

due to internal friction, sometimes referred to as vis-
coelasticiy [29], it is usually expressed as an imaginary
part in the elastic modulus of the material embedded in
the stiffness:

k = k0(1 + iϕk) (C3)

where ϕk is the loss angle of the material for the consid-
ered deformation (both parameters k0 and ϕk can depend
on position and frequency). In this case W diss takes the
form:

W diss(x, ω) = ωϕ(x, ω)Umax(x, ω) (C4)

where Umax is the energy of the cantilever when maxi-
mally strained:

Umax
δ (x, ω) =

1

2
k0(x, ω)

∣∣∣∣ ∂2δ

∂x2

∣∣∣∣2 (C5)

which can be easily derived from the EOM (eq. C1).
Since we consider only the normal mode n to compute
wdiss
n (x), we can express the deformation as δ(x, ω) =

δn(ω)φn(x). From the definition of wdiss by eq. 11, we
deduce

wdiss
n (x) =

∫ ∞
0

dω
2kn
πω

∣∣∣∣δn(ω)

Fn

∣∣∣∣2 ϕk(x, ω)k0(x, ω)φ′′2n (x)

(C6)
with φ′′2n (x) the double spatial derivative of the mode
shape. In the integral over all frequencies, it should be
noted that the term |δn/Fn|2 is the square of the fre-
quency response of an harmonic oscillator with a large
quality factor. Since it is thus highly peaked at the reso-
nance frequency ωn of the mode, all the parameters that
are slowly varying functions of the frequency can be re-
placed by their values at ωn. We thus get:

wdiss
n (x) = ϕk(x, ωn)k0(x, ωn)φ′′2n (x)

∫ ∞
0

dω
2knδn(ω)2

πω|Fn|2
(C7)

All the terms dependent on the position are out of the
integral, which is therefore just a multiplicative factor.
It can be evaluated from the response of the harmonic
oscillator, or more simply by noting that wdiss

n (x) is nor-

malized:
∫ 1

0
dxwdiss

n (x) = 1, hence

wdiss
n (x) =

ϕk(x, ωn)k0(x, ωn)φ′′2n (x)∫ 1

0
dxϕk(x, ωn)k0(x, ωn)φ′′2n (x)

(C8)
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If the dissipation is localised at the origin, then we can
express it as a Dirac’s delta centered in this point δD(x):
ϕk(x, ωn) ∝ δD(x), hence wdiss

n = δD(x). This situation
corresponds to the experimental data presented in this
article.

2. Torsion

The framework considered for torsion is the Saint-
Venant one [30]. The EOM now writes:[

−Iω2 +
∂

∂x

(
κ(x, ω)

∂

∂x

)]
θ(x, ω) = Γ(x, ω) (C9)

where I = mB2/12 is the second moment of inertia of
the cantilever, κ its local torsional stiffness (proportional
to the shear modulus) and Γ an external torque. The
normal modes φm are the eigenvectors of the spatial op-
erators in the EOM verifying the boundary conditions in
absence of forcing, specifically:

∂

∂x

(
κ(x, ωm)

∂

∂x

)
φm(x) = κmφm(x) (C10)

with κm the equivalent stiffness of the mode.
When the energy dissipation in the cantilever is vis-

coelastic, we can write just as for the deflection:

κ = κ0(1 + iϕκ) (C11)

with ϕκ the loss angle. W diss takes the same form as for
deflection in eq. C4, with

Umax
θ (x, ω) =

1

2
κ0(x, ω)

∣∣∣∣∂θ∂x
∣∣∣∣2 (C12)

Since we consider only the normal modes m to compute
wdiss
m (x), we decompose the deformation as θ(x, ω) =

θm(ω)φm(x).
From the definition of wdiss by eq. 11, we deduce

wdiss
m (x) =

∫ ∞
0

df
2κm
πω

∣∣∣∣θm(ω)

Γm

∣∣∣∣2 ϕκ(x, ω)κ0(x, ω)φ′2m(x)

(C13)
Again, the square of the frequency response of the har-
monic oscillator in torsion |θm/Γm|2 is highly peaked at
the resonance frequency ωm of the mode, so we replace
all other parameters by their values at ωm. Using the
normalisation property of wdiss

m (x), we eventually get

wdiss
m (x) =

ϕκ(x, ωm)κ0(x, ωm)φ′2m(x)∫ 1

0
dxϕκ(x, ωm)κ0(x, ωm)φ′2m(x)

(C14)

If the dissipation is located at the origin, then
ϕκ(x, ωm) ∝ δD(x), hence wdiss

m = δD(x). This situa-
tion corresponds to the experimental data presented in
this article.

Appendix D: Ruling out external noise contributions

Thermal noise is an extremely ephemeral quantity to
measure. The system under study has to be very small
to have measurable thermal fluctuations, therefore ex-
posing it to the possible interference of other perturba-
tions that, however small, are usually orders of magni-
tude higher than the phenomenon we are interested in.
In our experiment we hence took deep care of excluding
any kind of external perturbations, isolating the system
from the noise of the environment with a air suspended
optical table, removing acoustic contributions and hydro-
dynamic interactions by placing the cantilever in vacuum,
and securing that the laser does not interfere with ther-
mal noise, adding or subtracting energy to the modes.

In the next sections, we evaluate the various noises
that can spoil the thermal noise estimation.

1. Background electronic noise contribution

The measured signal, for example Cx, is the sum of
the actual thermal noise contribution δ and an electronic
background noise contribution N :

Cx = Sδ +N (D1)

with S the sensitivity of the measurement. The thermal
noise is thus evaluated by

〈δ2〉 =
1

S2
(〈C2

x〉 − 〈N2〉) (D2)

The last term is mainly due to the shot-noise of the pho-
todiodes. As seen on fig. 2, it has a white noise behav-
ior and is usually many order of magnitude below the
resonances, hence it has a very low impact on the final
result. It is nevertheless subtracted after measuring it
off resonance, since its magnitude is independent on fre-
quency. In order to ensure that the electronic background
is indeed negligible, a second method is used: a cross-
correlation technique [31]. Two distinct flexural contrast
are calculated as:

Cx1 =
A−B
A+B

Cx2 =
C −D
C +D

(D3)

Supposing that the signal is the sum of thermal noise δ
and shot-noise contribution N1,2, we have Cx1,2 = Sδ +
N1,2. Computing the cross correlation between Cx1 and
Cx2 leads to:

〈Cx1Cx2〉 = S2〈δ2〉+ S〈δN1〉+ S〈δN2〉+ 〈N1N2〉 (D4)

= S2〈δ2〉 (D5)

where all but the first contribution are zero due to the
noises being uncorrelated. Note that the same strategy
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applies to torsion by changing the pairs of quadrant to
compute Cy1 = (A−C)/(A+C) and Cy2 = (B−D)/(B+
D). For all the modes the difference between the methods
is less than 1%, therefore the electronic background noise
has little if no influence on the results.

2. Laser power fluctuations

Due to radiation pressure and photo thermal effects,
any fluctuation of the laser power can translate into a
force on the cantilever, thus a fluctuation in deflection or
torsion possibly biasing the results. We thus estimate the
sensitivity of the measured mean square deflection 〈δ2〉
(and torsion 〈θ2〉) due to the laser fluctuations. A white
noise is added to the laser power thanks to the Acousto-
Optic Modulator (AOM) that is routinely used as the
power controller, and the signals of incoming laser power
Pdriven alongside δdriven are measured. The gain of the
transfer function χP,δ is computed as the ratio between
the PSDs of the two:

|χP,δ| = Sδdriven
/SPdriven

(D6)

Once this transfer function has been characterised, a
measurement without any additional noise is performed
and the new PSD of laser power is multiplied by the
|χP,δ|. The ratio between |χP,δ|SP and Sδ represent the
amount of laser driven fluctuations. For the first two
flexural and the first torsional mode, for all laser powers
this contribution is less than 1%:

|χP,δSP | � Sδ (D7)

|χP,θSP | � Sθ (D8)

For higher order modes, the transfer function is even
weaker and hard to characterize, so the same conclusions
apply.

3. Self oscillations of first deflection mode

As a final remark, the first flexural mode is excluded
from the results because of an optomechanical coupling
between the laser heating the system and the cantilever
[32]. This phenomenon is different from the laser pol-
lution discussed above and causes a strong increase or
decrease of fluctuations during most of the measurement
time, therefore hiding the thermal noise. We decide to
avoid presenting its T fluc due to the poor statistics it has
once the corrupted points are eliminated.
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